OUTLINE DRAWING, MODEL 4421R5C

NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE NOMINAL AND FOR REFERENCE ONLY UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
2. WEIGHT: 23.0 LBS (1ST ARTICLE). (C Denotes Center of Gravity).

ARCHITECTURAL SECTIONS

1. USER CONTROLS & INDICATORS

2. HIGH-LUMEN POWER SYSTEM (NON-ILLUMINATED)

3. USER MOUNTING SURFACE (NON-ILLUMINATED)

4. CUTTING AREAS

5. HANDLE
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REAR VIEW

- VIDEO INTERFACE CONNECTOR (BNC) 5X "H/C, V, R, G, B"

- AC POWER INPUT CONNECTOR (MS27466T09F98P OR EQUIVALENT)

- MAIN KEY LOCATION AT 12 O’CLOCK

- VIDEO INTERFACE CONNECTOR (DVI-D) "DVI"

- 1/4-20 UNC-2A GROUND STUD

- .67 HIGH SPARE FUSE

- SLO-BLO FUSE 1.6A 250V 3AG

- 2X 6MM DIA SHEAR PIN

- UL LABELS LOCATED APPROX WHERE SHOWN

- AYDIN UID LABEL LOCATED APPROX WHERE SHOWN

- AYDIN P/N LABEL LOCATED APPROX WHERE SHOWN
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